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A NICE, ROUND NUMBER. Some say that life begins at 40, and
there may well be some truth in the idea. But, 40 also is a
good point at which to stop, look back, and look ahead, as
we have the opportunity to do in publishing this, the 40th
consecutive issue of Heidelberg Direct.

When we launched the publication back in 2005, our objective
was to open a regular channel of communication with our
customers in print. For more than 100 years, close personal
contact has been the hallmark of Heidelberg’s relationship
with the printing businesses that use its equipment. We
wanted to extend and enrich that contact in the medium that
all of us depend upon for prosperity and success.
Needless to say, much has changed in printing technology
since we distributed issue #1, in which the cover story was
about the precision manufacture of gears and sideframes
for Speedmaster presses. Publishing a magazine has been a
good way of letting our U.S. customers know of Heidelberg’s
efforts to be at the forefront of change in graphic machinery,
software, consumables, and services. Heidelberg News, our
companion publication from Germany, tells the same
ongoing story from a global perspective.
A 40th anniversary is an appropriate moment to review what
has been accomplished up to now and to identify what can be
done more effectively in the future. We recently conducted
an online reader survey aimed at finding out what our
audience thinks of the features and departments that you
find in these pages. Some of what you told us was supportive
of our editorial direction. Other responses indicated a wish
for more of some things, less of others, and the addition of
content that Heidelberg Direct does not presently have. All of
these recommendations will be acted upon beginning with
issue #41.
Because so many of the commercial trade publications that
used to serve our industry have passed from the scene, we
believe that is more important than ever to keep Heidelberg
Direct coming to our customers in print. We’re grateful for
your readership. Please let us know how the publication can
serve you better.
Best,

Harald Weimer
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Did You Know...
Prinect Performance Benchmarking has
won a 2012 InterTech Technology Award,
marking Heidelberg’s 30th capture of the
honor since 1978 (see page 8).
Prinect Performance Benchmarking is
a cloud-based application that enables
printers to determine whether their
Speedmaster presses are performing
below, at, or above the average production
of their peers. By securely collecting
anonymous data from the press through
the Prinect Press Center consoles, the
application lets participating printers see
how their output compares with that of
other shops in selected regions around
the world. Prinect Performance Benchmarking is the first and
currently the only such tool available to printers.
Press performance is compared to the average performance of
all participating presses and also to the highest performing press
in the selected peer group. In accordance with the principals of
OEE (overall equipment effectiveness), the application analyzes
achieved production speeds, waste vs. good sheets, and time

Heidelberg recently began
manufacturing
Saphira
Aqueous Coatings at its
new Hi-Tech Coatings
plant, located in the Detroit
suburb of Taylor, MI. A
ribbon-cutting ceremony
to mark the opening was
held on August 30. Hi-Tech
Coatings International, Ltd. is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Heidelberg Druckmaschinen.
The Taylor site is a further development of two existing
European manufacturing facilities located in the UK and the
Netherlands, both acquired by Heidelberg in 2008. The new
plant boasts increased automation and streamlined material
handling, improving both safety and workflow efficiency.
The 32,000-sq.-ft. installation also has been designed to
accommodate increased capacity as the business grows.

efficiency, helping the printer to understand
and identify performance optimization
potentials in and around the press.
Sponsored by Printing Industries of America
(PIA), the InterTech Technology Awards
are judged by a panel of industry experts
who rate manufacturers’ entries on their
innovation and on the benefits they are likely
to deliver to end users.
Mark Bohan, PIA vice president of technology
and research, called Prinect Performance
Benchmarking “a powerful, behind-thescenes tool that not only collects high-quality
data, but also organizes, analyzes and
presents them in a format that can be used by everyone—from
the pressman to the production manager to the owner—to gauge
how well they really are performing.”
“Armed with this information, companies can develop best
practices to become more efficient and profitable,” Bohan
said. “Our judges were very impressed by its functionality and
by its utility.”

According to Thomas Topp, senior vice president, consumables
and CtP, Heidelberg North America, “The new coatings plant
strengthens Heidelberg’s commitment to help its customers
achieve consistently high quality and high productivity while
lowering waste and reducing cost. Centrally located for fast,
convenient shipping, the new installation puts the quality and
reliability of Heidelberg Saphira Aqueous Coatings within easy
reach of companies across the U.S., Canada, and Mexico.”
Saphira Aqueous Coatings are certified to ensure the
outstanding performance of Heidelberg production systems
in all the markets the company serves worldwide, from small
commercial printing to VLF packaging. As an international
brand, all Heidelberg Saphira consumables undergo extensive
testing by Heidelberg experts. All are designed to promote
consistent quality and performance, and all meet the latest
industry standards for environmentally compliant production.
Many come with the Saphira Eco label which in addition
assures optimal environmental compliance.

Did You Also Know...

that you can download PDFs of the complete content of every issue of Heidelberg Direct starting with issue #1 from 2005?
Just go to http://www.us.heidelberg.com/direct.
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Tips & Tricks

Have a question? Ask the Experts. Send your prepress, press, postpress, and workflow questions to pathenry@libordeath.com.

PRINECT
Three cheers (and more) for colorimetry
Colors are always controlled on the basis of changes in ink film
thickness. There are two ways of accomplishing this: densitometry
and colorimetry. Densitometry is optimized for colors in offset
printing by reading ink film thickness, but colorimetry can be used
for all processes because it simulates the perceptions of the human
eye by reading color hues.
Spectral measurement is the basis for calculating color
measurement figures, whether these measurements are density
or colorimetric values. Prinect Axis Control, a spectrophotometric
color measurement system, also displays density values as well as
dot gain and slurring/doubling.
Colorimetric values control color by minimizing the colorimetric
discrepancy (ΔE) between the actual printed result and the reference
value. Colorimetric color control uses a color model that combines
the color appearance of the printed ink with its thickness on the
sheet. Because the process is fully automatic, the press operator
can concentrate on carrying out whatever recommendations may
be made by Prinect Axis Control for adjusting the inking.

Spectral measurement also can compensate for ink soiling,
batch-to-batch fluctuations in the ink, and changes in the
substrate. Spectral measurement is the only way to generate
the ICC profiles that enable the prepress department to tailor
plates to inks and stock. This form of color measurement is also
a requirement for G7 methodology as well as for compliance
with DIN ISO standards.

There are many advantages to controlling color in this way. Only
colorimetric control ensures compliance with DIN ISO standards.
The color balance can be controlled using the sensitive grey balance
patches. Control of special, non-process colors is significantly
better than what can be achieved with the density-based method.

Because a ΔE value corresponds to normal human color
perception, it can be intuitively understood as a measure
of color deviation without specialized knowledge. Density
variations, on the other hand, can influence the appearance
very differently depending on the color separation.

CONSUMABLES
Coatings: the Goldilocks effect
Dispersion coatings are made up of water,
styrene acrylates, and additional ingredients
for stability and rub resistance. Once the water
has dried off, the remaining components
meld together to form a protective film that
resists yellowing.
One of the steps necessary to ensure good
results with dispersion coatings is proper drying. Because they
dry through evaporation only, exactly the right combination of
infrared radiation (IR) and hot air must be used. A too-high
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temperature may lead to cracking, a web-like
pattern resembling broken, leathery skin. If
not enough IR or hot air is used, the coating
may fail to dry completely, causing sheets to
stick together.
As a rule of thumb, the pile temperature at
the delivery should be 8ºC to 10ºC (46ºF
to 50ºF) higher than at the feeder when
processing paper and 10ºC to 15ºC (50ºF to
59ºF) warmer when working with card stock.
One of the best ways to check temperature is with a portable
moisture meter that has a temperature readout.
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PRESS
Now you see it…

causes it to wash out. We have reset all rollers and have great
stripes. My pressman and I are stumped.

Note: This tip comes from the “Ask the Experts” section of Small
Printing Solutions, an online resource from Heidelberg. For more
like this, please visit www.smallprintingsolutions.com.

Answer: Without knowing the condition of the rollers or
the mechanical parts of the press, it is difficult to offer a
precise diagnosis of your issue. From your description, it
sounds like the inking and dampening roller trains on the
front unit are either contaminated or have an issue with the
roller hangers. After a normal press washup, try performing
a thorough cleaning of the rollers using a non-petrol
based cleaner, followed by water to rinse out any residue.
If this does not resolve the issue, you may wish to try a different
set of rollers or schedule a service call.

Question: We are having an issue with the image disappearing
on the front unit of our Printmaster QM 46-2. Recently, we ran
6,000 impressions in black on the front unit with no problem. We
cleaned up the press to run another job with a different ink in the
front unit, and it washed out. We can take the same ink and plate
from the front and switch to the back unit, and it will print fine.
It seems that running any other color but black in the front unit
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Heidelberg Operator Evaluation
and Training Yield Measurable,
Practical Bottom-Line Benefits

L

ike any other asset in a printing plant,
operator skills are all about strengthening
the bottom line through efficient
production. They’re different from
physical assets, though, in that they can be
continuously improved—and the bottom
line along with them.

Unfortunately, raising operator skills through assessment
and training remains a sadly missed opportunity for
many printers. Do-it-yourself testing and training are
costly, time consuming, hard to target to specific needs,
and elusive to quantify in terms of bottom-line impact.
Owners seeking external sources of training find that the
trade schools and other institutions that used to provide
it no longer exist.
Heidelberg’s response to its customers’ requests for a
solution is the Operator Evaluation program, a skillsmeasuring process that pinpoints what’s needed to keep
pressroom personnel—and the machines they run—
performing at full potential.
Online testing makes the program easy to take part in.
Evaluation can be customized to specific equipment setups.
Detailed reporting links results to recommendations for
training to fill in knowledge gaps. A related metric called
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) shows owners
how improved operator performance influences the
parameters that drive bottom-line results.
Validated at the Source
What’s important for plant owners to know about
Heidelberg’s Operator Evaluation program is that it has
reliable do-as-I-do roots. Before offering the program
to customers earlier this year, Heidelberg carefully
structured it around an internal training initiative
aimed at leveraging the expertise of some of its most
highly skilled personnel. That effort, which included
rigorous testing and frank self-assessment, provided the
framework for the external version.
The first to undergo operator evaluation were the 20
members of Heidelberg’s Print Solutions Group, a cadre
of experts with a combined total of 360 years in service
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to the company. The mission of these print instructors,
consumables specialists, and equipment demonstrators
is to help customers develop critical skills for efficient
production and profitable operation. Given that
responsibility, their own skill sets must be as up-to-date
and as comprehensive as training from Heidelberg can
make them.
Members of the Print Solutions Group were asked to
self-evaluate their knowledge of equipment, services,
software, consumables training, consulting, mechanical
and electrical abilities, and customer relations—an agenda
that included more than 100 separate skill components.
In-depth interviews and individual testing against the
skill components followed. The result, after analysis of
the scores and appropriate training for team members,
was the matrix of questions that makes up the Operator
Evaluation.
The testing, consisting of about 100 multiple-choice
questions, is conducted entirely online through a
browser or a mobile app. The questions rate the testtaker’s practical understanding of anilox rollers; basic
color; color management; plate, blanket, and impression
cylinders; coating; dampening and chemistry; infeed
and delivery; inking; paper; drying; integrated Prinect
Color Measurement systems (Axis, Easy, Image, Inpress
Control); symbols on control consoles; troubleshooting;
and general printing knowledge.

Story • Heidelberg Direct
TipsCover
and Tricks

The exercise can be customized to reflect the configuration
of the equipment that the test-taker currently operates. For
example, the test for a pressman running a six-color, coaterequipped Speedmaster XL 105 would contain questions
pertaining directly to that press and its accessories.
Most of the roughly 100 customer personnel who have
taken the test completed it in 75 to 90 minutes, typically
scoring about 60%. Scoring percentages indicate how
much remediation is needed.
Test-takers in the 0% to 49% range require immediate
attention. Scoring from 50% to 74% indicates good
knowledge, but with room for improvement. The highest
scorers (75% and above) are those whose productivity is
close to peak—top performers leading the way in downtime
reduction, waste minimization, and equipment care.
Who, What, and Why
The goal of the Operator Evaluation program is to move
everyone not already inhabiting the top tier into it as quickly
as possible with the help of targeted training. To make the
recommendations clear, the post-test Operator Evaluation
report includes individualized Personal Evaluation Plans
for all test-takers: summaries that chart their scores and
indicate what kinds of Heidelberg-provided training can
help them reach their full potential.
The Operator Evaluation report breaks out scores by
equipment, operator, and topic. It includes, among
other explanatory sections, a matrix showing areas
in which performance will be increased if the topics
are addressed through further training. The Personal
Evaluation Plans connect these findings to opportunities
for training individual operators. Here, for example, are
recommendations from an Operator Evaluation report
recently presented to a Heidelberg customer:

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY IS CALCULATED AS:
Quality Index =
			

Total # of good sheets
Total # of printed sheets

Speed Index =
			

Average run speed
Maximum equipment speed

Time Index
= Production time
			
Available time
OEE = Quality Index x Speed Index x Time Index
“(Employee name) has a foundation to improve his skills
upon, taking 1 hour and 57 minutes to complete 107 of
108 questions. The ‘Coater, Sprayer, Dryer’ course and
the ‘Understanding Color and Controlling It’ course will
increase his skill levels markedly.”
“(Employee name) is strong in his printing disciplines,
taking him only 50 minutes to complete the assessment
and being able to answer all 108 questions in the allotted
time, but this employee can benefit from the ‘Coater,
Sprayer, Dryer’ course and the ‘Understanding Color and
Controlling It’ course.”
Once the owner has studied the Operator Evaluation
report, he or she will be better able to appreciate the
interconnection of skills training, performance, and
profitability. The Overall Equipment Effectiveness rating
expresses this relationship by calculating operational
efficiency as shown in the chart above.
When operators have completed their recommended
training, a before-and-after comparison of the benchmarks
should make the benefits of the investment abundantly
clear to eveyone involved.
Customers have accessed the Operator Evaluation program
through calls to the Heidelberg help desk, conversations
with their sales representatives, and referrals from
field service technicians. It’s also possible to initiate the
process by pulling productivity data from press consoles
and analyzing it for patterns that indicate opportunities
for improvement through training. Gains in efficiency in
these areas—for example, less time spent in makeready,
washup, and plate changing—translate into dollars added
to the bottom line.
As a consulting service, the Operator Evaluation program
is attractively priced, with discounts for multiple
registrants. Participating Heidelberg customers have been
Continued on page 8
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pleased by its affordability, especially in light of what
it would have cost them to set up testing and training
programs of their own.
A Vote of Confidence
Heidelberg understands that skills testing isn’t always
the easiest thing to introduce in precision manufacturing
environments like printing plants, where the link
between job performance and job retention is obvious
to everyone. But, reluctance to testing can be overcome
by positioning the Operator Evaluation program as proof
of management’s belief in the value of investing in the

professional development of its employees. By adapting
some of the questions as a test for screening job candidates,
one customer demonstrated that the program also can be
useful as a guideline for recruiting suitable new talent.
When it conducted the internal training initiative that
gave rise to the Operator Evaluation program, Heidelberg
readily admitted that even some its best-qualified
personnel had room to grow in knowledge base and skill.
The company urges every printing business to ask the same
candid questions about the skill sets of its employees—and
to reap the benefits of improving them through targeted
training.

2012 InterTech Award Extends
A Long Tradition for Heidelberg

I

n winning a 2012 InterTech Award for
Prinect Performance Benchmarking
(see page 3), Heidelberg has extended
its long run as the leading recipient of
these special honors.

Heidelberg’s trophy
case now holds a
constellation of 30
InterTech Awards—
twice as many
as the next most
frequent recipient,
and double the
number won by four other competing offset
press manufacturers combined. The list of
winning entries includes some of the most
important advances in lithographic presses
and related systems that the industry has
seen since the bestowal of the first InterTech
Awards in 1978.
More than 200 InterTech Awards have been
presented since then. Printing Industries
of America and the Graphic Arts Technical
Foundation created them to recognize and
encourage the development of transformative
technologies in the printing industry.
Each year, an independent panel of judges
reviews entries submitted by Heidelberg and
other solution providers on their categoryleading innovation and on the practical gains
in efficiency and productivity that they make
possible.
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Heidelberg’s InterTech Technology Awards
2012
Prinect Performance Benchmarking
2010
Prinect Inspection Control
2009
Prinect Press Center with Wallscreen
and IntelliStart™
2008
POLAR PACE cutting systems
Prinect Inpress Control
2007
Anicolor Inking Unit
Speedmaster XL 105

1999
POLAR Compucut software with
CIP3 workflow
Sunday 4000 web press with
Autoplate plate changing
1998
CPC 32 Prepress Interface
1997
Heidelberg FMR
Delta RIP (Linotype-Hell)
1995
Computer-to-Press digital imaging
technology for Quickmaster DI

2005
Heidelberg Stahlfolder TH/KH Series

1994
Heidelberg-Harris Sunday
Press Technology

2004
Speedmaster SM 52
with inline diecutting

1992
RIP 60 with I.S. Technology
(Linotype-Hell)

2003
Magnapak packaging system for
newspaper inserts
ST 400 Automated Saddlestitcher

1991
Speedmaster CP Tronic control console

2002
Nexpress 2100 Digital Production Color
Press
(joint venture with Kodak)
2001
Ecocool drying and cooling system
for web offset
Supertrap and Supertrap Plus
trapping solutions
2000
Prinect Image Control

1987
Chromacom Proof Recorder
(Dr. Hell)
1981
Omnitech/2000 (Mergenthaler)
1980
Heidelberg CPC I and CPC II
control consoles
Chromacom (Dr. Hell)
1979
Harris Telecolor
1978
Chromaskop (Dr. Hell)
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Call 888-472-9655 (prompt 2) to speak to a
Heidelberg representative for more detailed
information on all of our offerings.

Saphira Consumables
Product Name

Features and Benefits

Saphira Plates	A full line of violet and thermal plates, including Chemfree, specially designed for the Suprasetter line of CtP devices. Provides
consistent, high quality results day after day. Saphira also offers polyester plates and plates for the Quickmaster DI 46
Saphira Proofing Paper 	A comprehensive range of ISO and fogra certified proofing paper solutions for contract proofing and double-sided imposition proofing
Saphira Press Blankets	Carefully crafted for Heidelberg presses, Saphira blankets meet the highest specifications of the press and our customers for printing
and coating applications
Saphira Wash Up & Go	A simple and cost effective enhancement to existing wash up blade and tray systems, providing a higher level of time and cost savings
Saphira Coatings	A comprehensive line of economical aqueous and oil based coatings to provide matte/gloss on several different levels to help set your
printed work apart from your competition
Saphira Inks	A full range of inks at different price /performance levels for most print applications. Saphira inks combine outstanding lithographic performance,
press productivity and excellent print quality
Saphira Presswashes	A full range of presswash products that ensure Peak Performance and compatibility by being formulated for industry standards. Each
presswash removes ink quickly while using less solution, enabling long term savings
Saphira Rollers	Range of press-ready rollers manufactured to Heidelberg standards that offer the perfect solution for printers looking to reduce the cost
of replacing rollers. Saphira rollers are shipped press-ready with all wear parts replaced and professionally installed bearings
Saphira Roller Care Products

A full line of cleaning products to keep your rollers in the best condition to yield high quality and productivity

Saphira Press Supplies	Carefully chosen supplies that meet your demanding requirements and bring Peak Performance to your equipment including wash up
cloths, ink fountain foils, dampening felts, Super Blue 2 StripeNets, anti-setoff powder, packing paper, lubricants, ink anti-skin, silicone
spray, and pressroom wipes
Saphira Digital Supplies	A full line of UV inks that produce vibrant colors specifically formulated for a full range of applications and substrates. Saphira digital
consumables have been tested and color managed for consistency from offset to digital output
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At right, a print shop networked with Prinect.
Prinect Production Solutions
Product Name

Features and Benefits

Prinect MetaDimension	Output RIP component of Prepress Manager; it also can be used as a stand-alone PDF or PostScript workflow with Signa Station; options include
trapping, proofing and color management; full bidirectional JDF support; includes Adobe PDF Print Engine
Prinect MetaDimension 52i	Entry-level RIPping and impositioning solution for Suprasetter A52 and Prosetter P52; used with Prinect Imposition Editor, an Acrobat™ plug-in, for
processing PostScript and PDF files and impositioning standard folding layouts with WYSIWYG previews and changes shown in PDF
Prinect Prepress Manager	A PDF/JDF based output workflow management system that organizes prepress production including normalizing, preflighting, OPI, color management,
trapping, imposition and final output to proof, film or plate
Prinect Color Toolbox	Reliable basis for implementing color management workflow; consists of Color Tools for ICC profile generation and Quality Monitor for proof, print analysis
Prinect Calibration Tools	Accurately calibrates plates for desired dot gain; calculates linearizations for screen spacings without time-consuming imager tests; connects to
nearly all popular measurement devices
Prinect Signa Station	User-friendly, assistant-based digital impositioning; generates mixed forms, multiple layouts on same sheet; makes constant distinction between
press sheet and signature, or sheets for folding; bidirectional JDF support
Prinect Color Editor	Centralized color management tool for checking and optimizing PDF; all color management functions take place in one simple-to-use Adobe Acrobat
plug-in, ensuring color fidelity for all media (offset printing, digital printing, Web publishing, CD ROM production)
Prinect MetaShooter 	Integrates the latest CtP technologies via the TIFF-B format and increases overall CtP plate throughput; supports full output status reporting; allows
connectivity of foreign CtP devices to the Prinect Printready System
Prinect PDF Toolbox	Acrobat plug-in for analyzing/managing PDF data during production; automated checking, modification of page geometry; front to back soft proofing register
Prinect Inpress Control

Spectrophotometric inline measuring system automatically controls color and register and forwards corrections to Prinect Press Center

Prinect Inspection Control

Sheet inspection system for the Speedmaster XL 105 uses two high-resolution cameras to monitor all sheets throughout the run, checking the

first sheet against the prepress PDF before approval to print. Also monitors text, bar codes, logos, etc., for full compliance with critical requirements
,
Prinect Press Center	The industy s most advanced press console for all drupa 2008-generation Speedmaster presses. Intellistart Artificial Intelligence preprograms the
press for job changes. Optional Wallscreen displays all press operations and remote networked functions
Prinect CP2000 Center and

Operating system for Speedmaster presses with remote ink control; color touchscreen used for making all entries and checks; enables presetting

Prinect Print Center

of the next job while current job is running

Prinect Classic Center

Ergonomic remote inking, dampening, register control; fast presetting of ink zones, ink fountain roller sweep with optional light pen; standard

(for Printmaster presses with remote ink control)

daylight lamp, sample sheet holder, more

Prinect Axis Control	Spectrophotometric color measurement system; integrates into the Prinect Press Center for fully closed-loop color measurement
Prinect Image Control	Advanced color measurement system uses spectrophotometry to measure the entire printed image as well as the color bar; determines
deviations from predefined values and simultaneously adjusts all ink zones; uses MiniSpots™ for color management and quality control
Prinect Easy Control 	Precision color measurement system for Speedmaster SM 52 and Speedmaster SM 74; integrated into Prinect Press Center console; spectrally
measures process and spot colors for automatic adjustment of ink zones
Prinect Online Kit	Provides network capability for Speedmaster presses equipped with CPC1.04 press consoles as well as Printmaster PM 52 and Printmaster PM 74
presses equipped with the Classic Center console, thereby enabling these presses to achieve full integration in a Prinect environment
POLAR P-Net with Compucut

P-Net is an Ethernet-based network for high-speed transmission of CIP3/CIP4 prepress data to automated POLAR cutting systems; Compucut
software automatically generates cutting programs from this data to minimize set-up time

Prinect FCS 100	Production/information system for integration of finishing processes into Prinect; online recording of production data for business management evaluation
Production Data Management (PDM) Ensures precise recording of operating data from folders, saddlestitchers within Prinect
Compustitch CSW

Prinect FCS 100 module that calculates programs for Stitchmaster ST 400 saddlestitcher; speeds changeovers

Compufold Workflow CFW

Prinect FCS 100 module that calculates machine programs for folders; choose manual data entry or automatic extraction from folding data
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Prinect Management Solutions
Product Name

Features and Benefits

Prinect Pressroom Manager 	JDF-based workflow system for the pressroom receives JDF data from MIS and prepress and sends this to the press as extensive presets, then collects
information from the press as status updates and shop-floor cost data. Provides a wide range of analytical reports
Prinect Integration Manager	Creates a framework that allows the user to link Prinect Prepress Manager, Prinect Pressroom Manager, and Prinect Postpress Manager into a single
seamless JDF workflow system. Provides one common client software and one common workflow plan underlined by a single, common JDF
Prinect Business Manager	JDF-enabled professional print management system; provides job estimates, customer quote letters, accepts orders, manages inventory of raw materials
and finished goods, coordinates delivery of finished product, invoicing and, job cost analysis
Prinect Postpress Manager	JDF-based workflow system for finishing operations; receives JDF data from MIS and prepress and sends this to postpress equipment as presets and job
lists, then collects information from this equipment as status updates and shop-floor cost data. Provides a wide range of analytical reports
Prinect Remote Access	Web portal connection to Prepress Manager. Supports client file uploading, downloading and remote soft-proofing. Remote Access allows clients to link
their file uploads to automatic workflow processing and soft-proofing. It is now extended to contract quality, provided that the correct conditions exist

Prinect Color Solutions
Product Name

Features and Benefits

Print Color Management (PCM)	Combination of products, services, and training to optimize color management in closed-loop workflow between prepress and pressroom; ensures
shortest possible makeready and color stability throughout press run; maintains accurate ICC profiling for consistently reliable proofing; the use of
MiniSpots™ provides continuous press monitoring to maintain consistent quality and proof-to-press matching and makes it easy to cope with changing
printing conditions that affect dot gain

Linoprint Digital Presses
Model

Max. Speed

Max. Sheet Size

Stock Thickness

Max. Monthly Volume

Linoprint C 751

75 pg/minute

13 x 19"

up to 0.013"

350,000 A4 Sheets

Linoprint C 901

90 pg/minute

13 x 19"

up to 0.013"

580,000 A4 Sheets
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The Speedmaster SX series brings Speedmaster XL
productivity features to the reliable Speedmaster SM
platform in all sheet sizes up to 40".

Computer to Plate (CtP) Output Devices
Product Name

Plate Type

Image Area, Max.

Resolution

Plates/Hour

Suprasetter A52

Thermal aluminum

25.59 × 20.67"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 27

Suprasetter A75

Thermal aluminum

25.59 × 29.52"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 22

Suprasetter A106

Thermal aluminum

36.1 × 41.5"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 12

Suprasetter 106

Thermal aluminum

36.14 × 44.88"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 21, 27, 33, 38

Suprasetter 145

Thermal aluminum

55.63 × 57.48"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 25, 35

Suprasetter 162

Thermal aluminum

55.63 × 64.17"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 25, 35

Suprasetter 190

Thermal aluminum

55.63 × 75"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 25

SDP-Eco 1630lllR

8 mil Polyester plates

15.9" × 28.25"

1,200, 1,500, 1,800, 2,400 dpi

Up to 78 (12 x 18" plate)

Printmaster and Direct Imaging Presses
Product Name

# Units

Perfecting

Max. Speed (sph)

Max. Sheet Size

Max. Image Size

Stock Thickness

Printmaster QM 46

1-2

N/A

10,000

18.11 × 13.39"

17.83 × 12.99"

0.0016-0.012"

Certified Remarketed

2

N/A

10,000

18.11 × 13.39"

17.83 × 12.99"

0.0016-0.012"

4

N/A

10,000

18.11 × 13.39"

17.72 × 12.99"

0.002-0.012"

Printmaster QM 46
Certified Remarketed
Quickmaster DI 46-4
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Speedmaster Presses (protected by Systemservice™ 36plus, page 15)
Product Name

# Units Perfecting Max. Speed (sph)

Max. Sheet Size Max. Image Size

Stock Thickness

Featured Options

Speedmaster SM 52

2 and 4

14.56 x 20.47"

0.0012-0.016"

Autoplate, automatic wash-up of blanket

N/A

15,000

14.17 x 20.47"

							

and impression cylinder

Speedmaster SX 52

Anicolor inking, aqueous coating, UV Hybrid

2-10

Optional

15,000

14.56 x 20.47"

14.17 x 20.47"

0.0012-0.016"

						

(opt.: up to 0.024)

application, inline die cutting, Prinect Axis Control

Speedmaster SM 74

0.0012-0.024"

Autoplate, automatic wash-up of blanket 		

0.0012-0.024"

Autoplate Pro, Prinect Axis Control, adjustable

2 and 4

N/A

15,000

20.87 x 29.13"

20.08 x 29.13"

						
Speedmaster SX 74

2-10

Optional

2-7: 15,000

20.87 x 29.13"

and impression cylinder

20.08 x 29.13"

			

8-10: 13,000				

Transfer 1 cylinder, aqueous coating

Speedmaster CX 102

16,500

Autoplate, Air Transfer System, chromium alloy

2-8

N/A

28.53 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"

0.0012-0.040"

							

blanket cylinders, Preset Plus Feeder and

							

Preset Plus Delivery, LYYL1 and Duo at 15,000 sph

Speedmaster SM 102

Aqueous coating, PC2S3, CutStar,

2-6

YES

13,000

28.53 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"

0.0012-0.032"

							

Prinect Axis Control, Prinect Image Control

Speedmaster SX 102

Aqueous coating, PC2S3, CutStar,

2-8

Optional

14,000

28.53 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"

0.0012-0.032"

							

Prinect Axis Control, Prinect Image Control

Speedmaster CD 102

Aqueous coating, LYL/LYYL1, Duo2, UV and

2-10

N/A

			

2-8: 15,000

28.53 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"

0.0012-0.040"

10:13,000				

							
Speedmaster XL 75

2-12

Optional

		

18,000 straight

20.87 x 29.53" (C) 20.08 x 29.13" (C)

15,000 perfecting

23.82 x 29.53" (F) 23.82 x 29.13" (F)

0.0012-0.032"

UV Hybrid application, FoilStar, CutStar,
Prinect Axis Control, Prinect Image Control
UV and UV Hybrid application, FoilStar,
CutStar, Prinect Axis Control, 		

							

Prinect Image Control, Prinect Inpress Control

Speedmaster XL 106

UV and UV Hybrid application, FoilStar,

2-16

Optional

18,000 straight,

29.53 x 41.73"

29.13 x 41.34"

0.0012-0.040"

			

15,000 or				

CutStar, Prinect Axis Control (standard),

		

18,000 option				

Prinect Image Control, Prinect Inpress Control,

			

for perfecting				

Prinect Inspection Control

Speedmaster XL 145

15,000 straight

4-12

Optional

			

41.73 x 57.09"

40.94 x 57.09"

12,000 perfecting			

depends on application; Aqueous coating, LYYL1, UV and UV
e.g. for board: 48pt.

							
Speedmaster XL 162

4-12

Optional

			

15,000 straight

47.64 x 63.78"

46.65 x 63.78"

12,000 perfecting			

Hybrid application, Prinect Axis Control,
Prinect Inpress Control, Logistics

depends on application; Aqueous coating, LYYL1, UV and UV
e.g. for board: 48pt.

							

Hybrid application, Prinect Axis Control,
Prinect Inpress Control, Logistics

VUTEk®/Rastek Superwide and Wide Format Inkjet Printers
Model

Configuration

Ink Type

Print Width

Resolution

H650

flatbed, roll to roll

UV curing

64" (1.3m)

up to 1,200 x 600 dpi 230 ft2/hr

Speed

Number Of Colors
4-color plus white

(hybrid)						
H652

flatbed, roll to roll

UV curing

64" (1.3m)

up to 1,200 x 600 dpi 455 ft2/hr

4-color plus white

(hybrid)						
T1000

98" (2.5m)

up to 1,200 x 900 dpi 460 ft2/hr

80" (2 m)

true 600 dpi

2,000 ft2/hr

8-color plus white

(hybrid)				

or true 1,000 dpi

(185.8 sq m/hr)

switchable to 4-color plus white

flatbed, roll-to-roll

flatbed, roll to roll

UV curing

4-color plus white

(hybrid)			
GS2000
GS3250 / LX
GS3250r

flatbed, roll-to-roll

UV curing

true 600 dpi

2,400 ft2/hr

8-color plus white

(hybrid)				

or true 1,000 dpi

(223 sq m/hr)

switchable to 4-color plus white

roll to roll		

true 600 dpi or

1,200 ft2/hr

6-color
4-and 8-color

UV curing
UV curing

126.5" (3.2 m)
126.5" (3.2m)

					

true 1,000 dpi

GS5000r

true 600 dpi

3,100 ft2/hr

					

or true 1,000 dpi

(288 sq m/hr)		

QS2000

roll-to-roll		
flatbed, roll to roll

UV curing

196.8" (5 m)

UV curing

80" (2.5m)

1,080 dpi

750 ft2/hr

4-color, 6-color, or 6-color plus white

UV curing

126.5" (3.2m)

1,080 dpi

900 ft2/hr

4-color, 6-color, or 6-color plus white

(hybrid)
QS3220

flatbed, roll to roll

(hybrid)						
QS2 Pro

flatbed, roll to roll

UV curing

80" (2m)

up to 1,000 dpi

up to 1000 ft2/hr

6-color plus white

(hybrid)
1 Double coater configuration

2 Coating before printing

3 Coating both sides (via modular unit)
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At right, ergonomic ease with the POLAR Jogging
System L-R4-T, consisting of stacklift, jogger, and
Transomat E unloader-palletizer.
Saddlestitching
Product Name

Output Speed, Max.

Trimmer Format, Min.

Trimmer Format, Max.

Product Thickness, Max.

/
/
1/ "
2
1/ "
2
1/ "
2

Stitchmaster ST 90

9,000 cycles/hour

3.50 × 4.63"

12.01 × 13.74"

Stitchmaster ST 100

9,000 cycles/hour

3.50 × 4.72"

12.01 × 13.74"

Stitchmaster ST 350

12,000 cycles/hour

3.15 × 4.72"

12.40 × 18.70"

Stitchmaster ST 450

14,000 cycles/hour

3.15 × 4.72"

12.40 × 18.70"

Stitchmaster ST 500

15,000 cycles/hour

3.125 × 5.0625"

12.625 × 18.875"

3 "
8
3 "
8

Adhesive Binding
Adhesive Binding

Mechanical Speed

No. of Clamps

Binding Length

Binding Height

Binding Thickness

Eurobind 600

600 cycles/hour

1

4.72-17.32"

4.72-12.60"

0.08-1.97"

Eurobind 1300

1,300 cycles/hour

4

5.70-14.17"

4.72-11.81"

0.08-1.77"

Eurobind 6000/EB Pro

6,000 cycles/hour

19 or 24

5.5-17.75"

4-12.31"

0.07-2.36"

Sheet Size Max.

Sheet Size Min.

Fold Length Max.

Fold Length Min.

Max. Speed (in./min.)

Folders
Product Name
714XA

14 × 20"

3 × 5"

13.5"

2"

7,080

Stahlfolder Ti 36

14 × 26"

3.1875 × 4"

17"

0.875"

6,300

Stahlfolder Ti 52

20 × 40"

4 × 5.875"

21"

1.5"

7,080

Stahlfolder USA B 20

30 × 50"

5.5 × 7"

26.5"

1.75"

9,000

Stahlfolder TH 56

22 × 50.375"

5.5 × 7"

22.875"

2.125"

9,000

Stahlfolder TH 66

26 × 50.375"

5.5 × 7"

22.125"

2.125"

9,000

Stahlfolder BH 82

32.28 × 50.39"

5.5 × 7"

24.41"

2.17"

9,000

Stahlfolder TH 82

32.28 × 50.39"

5.5 × 7"

26.38"

2.36"

9,000

Stahlfolder TD 94

37 × 52"

7.9 × 12"

27"

2.2"

9,000

Stahlfolder TD 112

44 × 60"

7.9 × 12"

33"

2.4"

8,300

Product Name

Sheet Size

Sheet Size

Fold Length Max. Fold Length Max. Fold Length Max.

Fold Length Min. Fold Length

Max. Speed		

Maximum

Minimum

1st station

1st station

in./min.

1st crossfold

2nd crossfold

Crossfold (all)

Stahlfolder KH 56

22 × 50.375" 5.5 × 7"

22.875"

18.0625"

11"

2.375"

4"

8,200

Stahlfolder KH 66

26 × 50.375" 5.5 × 7"

24.20"

20.5"

13"

2.375"

4"

8,200

Stahlfolder KH 78

30 × 50.375" 5.5 × 7"

24.125"

22.75"

15.375"

2.375"

4"

8,200

Stahlfolder KH 82

32 × 50.375" 5.5 × 7"

24.125"

24.125"

16.15"

2.375"

4"

9,000
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Diecutting, Blanking and Hot Foil Stamping
Diecutting

Sheet Size Max.

Sheet Size Min.

Machine Speed Max.

Dymatrix 106 CSB

29.92 × 41.73"

13.78 × 15.75"

9,000 sheets/hour

Dymatrix 113 CSB

32.28 × 44.49"

13.78 × 15.75"

9,000 sheets/hour

Dymatrix 145 CSB

41.7 × 57.1"

19.69 × 27.56"

8,000 sheets/hour

Varimatrix 82 CS

23.82 × 32.09"

11.02 × 12.06"

8,000 sheets/hour

Varimatrix 105 C/CS

29.53 × 41.34"

11.81 × 13.78"

7,500 sheets/hour

Varimatrix 105 CSF

29.53 × 41.34"

13.78 × 15.75"

7,500 sheets/hour

KAMA ProCut 53

20.9 × 15.18"

8.3 × 5.8"

6,000 sheets/hour

KAMA ProCut 74 SE

29.1 × 23.6"

11 × 8.3"

5000 sheets/hour

KAMA Procut 76

30 × 23.625"

11 × 8.25"

5500 sheets/hour

Folding Carton Gluing
Product Name

Width, Max.

Length, Max.

Machine Speed, Max.

Diana 45

17.72"

23.62"

1,312 fpm

Diana X 80

31.50"

35.43"

2,132 fpm

Diana X 115

45.28"

35.43"

2,132 fpm

Easygluer 100

39.37"

29.56"

1,000 fpm

KAMA ProFold 74

29.13"

29.13"

492 fpm

Service for your Heidelberg equipment and workflow systems:
• Heidelberg’s cutting-edge technology and comprehensive services ideally complement one
another. Our comprehensive support services ensure stable production with high quality and
productivity leading to maximum profitability—for the entire life cycle of your production systems,
from prepress to press to postpress including workflow management.
• Systemservice™ 36plus: For the ultimate in protection, when you purchase most new
equipment from Heidelberg, you receive a service package that far exceeds the industry standard:
36 months of added value repair services and parts, Web-based remote diagnostics, direct priority
access, and 24/7 expert access—all to protect your new investment.
• The Heidelberg Partner Program: For Heidelberg equipment that is not covered by Systemservice™ 36plus, there is the Heidelberg Partner Program:
a package of standard and premium services for aftermarket equipment. You can choose any combination of services that best fit your production and
maintenance profiles right now. And, when you’re ready to grow, it’s easy to add to your program. For more information, please call 800-437-7388.
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Cutters

Cutting and Jogging Systems

Cutters

Cutting Width

Clamp Opening

Feed Depth

Product Name

Format

Features

POLAR 56

22"

3.15"

22"

POLAR Cutting System L-(137)-L

53.9375" (sheet diagonal)	S Stacklift, POLAR air conveyor units

POLAR 66

26.375"

3.125"

26.375"

POLAR Cutting System L-R-(137)-T

27.5 × 39.375"	LW 1000-4 loader, RA-4 jogger,

POLAR 78

30.6875"

4.75"

30.6875"

POLAR 92

36"

5.125"

36"

POLAR 115

45"

6.5"

45"

POLAR 137

53.9375"

6.5"

57"

POLAR Cutting System T-(155)-T

35.0625 × 49.625"	TR 3 B 160-6 loader, TR E 160-6 unloader

POLAR 155

61"

6.5"

61" (78" opt.)

POLAR Jogging System L-R-P

29.5 × 41.3125"

POLAR 176

69.3125"

6.5"

78"
POLAR Jogging System L-R-T

all sizes up to

LW Stacklift, RA jogger, Transomat E

48.0625 × 64.5625"

Unloader

41.3125 × 57.0625"

LW Stacklift, RAH automatic jogger,
STR piling-board shelf, X/XT cutter

LW Stacklift, RA jogger, LL air-pallet lift

41.3125 × 55.9375"

Cutter

Untrimmed Book Trimmed Book

Performance

POLAR BC 330

12 × 13"

550 Books/hr

11.7 × 12.8"

TR E 130-5 unloader
POLAR Cutting System L-R-P-(137)-T all sizes up to

			multiple block

POLAR PACE Cutting Systems
PACE stands for “POLAR Automation for Cutting Efficiency.” These systems, consisting of POLAR
cutters integrated with components for jogging, turning, loading, and unloading, offer the highest level
of automated productivity with the lowest level of staffing. PACE systems can be configured around
POLAR high speed cutters 137, 155, and 176.

Label Systems
Product Name

Sheet Size Max.

Strip Length Max.

Label Size Max.

Label Size Min.

Die-Cut Size Max.

Die-Cut Size Min.

POLAR Label System DC-11

28.375 × 41.3125"

41.3125"

165 × 240 mm

0.825 × 1"

6.53125 × 8.09375"

0.625 × 1.40625"

POLAR Label System DCC-11

28.375 × 41.3125"

41.3125"

9.84" (width)

1.97" (width)

6.535 × 9.685"

1.81 × 1.81"

POLAR Label System SC-20

28.375 × 40.1875"

40.1875"

8" (width)

1" (width)

POLAR Label System SC-21

28.375 × 41.3125"

40.1875"

9.5625" (width)

0.825" (width)

POLAR Label System SC-25

28.375 × 41.3125"

41.3125"

3.543" (width)

1.377" (width)

6.535" × 9.685"

1.81 × 1.81"

Product Name			

Clamp Opening

Clamp Opening

Label Size

Minimum

Maximum

				Maximum

POLAR Diecutter DC-M		5.125"		1.375"		6.6875 × 8"

16

Label Size

Die-Cut Size

Die-Cut Size

Minimum

Maximum

Minimum

0.8125 × 1"

6.4375 × 8.09375" 0.625 × 1.40625"

Performance
Cycles/Min.
12-18 cycles/min.
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At left, Saphira Thermal Plate Chemfree 101,
using ThermoFuse technology for high-efficiency,
environmentally friendly plate production.
Accessories and Peripheral Equipment
Press Peripherals
Star System Peripherals

Built to increase Speedmaster and Printmaster productivity by 8-10%, each Star System peripheral works seamlessly with the press. From dryers and powder

(For Printmaster and Speedmaster presses)

sprayers to dampening solution supply cabinets, nearly all Star System peripherals are controllable via the Prinect CP2000 Center. Series includes:
AirStar, ScrollStar, CleanStar, CoatingStar, CutStar, DryStar and DryStar UV, HydroStar and CombiStar, InkStar and InkStar Direct, PowderStar, StaticStar,
WashStar, and FoilStar.

Folding Carton Gluing

Features and Benefits

Diana Feeder/Stack Turner

Low working height; stable conditions in the feeder; greater productivity without extra personnel, minimized unit costs

Diana Packer

Packs up to 200,000 cartons/hour; easy setup, greater productivity without extra personnel

Inlet-Spotter

For compartmentalized cartons, detergent boxes; precise, twist-free blank intake with vacuum-assisted timed belt feeder

Tünkers FAS 480

Continuous-stream folding carton packing system for small to medium runs; improves folder gluer performance by up to 50%

POLAR Pile Turner

Sheet Size, Max.

Carrying Force, Max.

Pile Height, Max.

PW-1

21 × 29.125"

1,100 lbs.

49"

PW-4, PW-4 ABV

31 × 47”

2,200 lbs.

53.5625"

PW-6 ABV

40.1875 × 55.9375"

3,300 lbs.

68"

POLAR Peripherals
Joggers

Come standard with nickel refined tables with air nozzles for smoother material transport; can work inline with cutting systems or in stand-alone mode;
Autojog XT system is fully automatic, requiring no operator

Stack Lifts

Provide perfectly aligned, manual piling after cutting and also help to position printed sheets at the press; gauge ensures precise positioning

Transomat Palletizers

Automatically unload high-speed cutters by depositing sheets onto pallets with precisely aligned edges while the cutter continue to operate

Stack Deliveries

Features and Benefits

RIMA Stackers

Compensating counter stackers integrate counting, jogging, and compensated stacking in a single autmated operation

SAK & SAL Stream Deliveries

For different shapes, formats and thicknesses; suitable for single- and multiple-ups; adjustable height, speed; long or short delivery

VSA Vertical Stack Delivery

Multiple-up production; counts, batches, presses, stacks up to four-ups; double set of pressing rollers; adjustable table height, infeed height, speed

SBP Horizontal Stack Delivery

Large reservoir; medium to long runs; dual set of pressing rollers; four-up production, including count batches; height-adjustable

SPH 70

Small footprint; height-adjustable feed table; batching and pressing functions

TSH, SPA Stack Deliveries

TSH stacks mark-free and ejects misaligned product; SPA features two-level side delivery for fast production

Speedbander

Works with folders, stitchers; high-speed banding with ultrasonic fusion; format range from 3.94 × 2.95" to 37.01 × 9.25"

Additional Units

Features and Benefits

STA Small Format Deliveries

Small-formats, multiple-up production; batching and counting; available as attachable unit or with independent mobile carrier

VFZ 52 Knife Folding Unit

Mobile, height-adjustable; use as third folding unit for operator-friendly “U” configuration; pivots 180° for up or down fold

MKE Marking Device

Mobile, standalone, height-adjustable; counts and laterally staggers batches of up to eight-up

Pressing Station PS

Reduces pile thickness, sharpens folds; equipped with its own drive; adjustable infeed height, speed

Gluing Attachments

Large range available to handle numerous inline manufactured products; can be incorporated with folders

ACC 2.4 Control Module

Controls pneumatically operated FFP gatefold buckle plate, gluing heads, EAP heads for timed perforation
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Show Us Your Heidelberg

“We’re a Heidelberg shop.” It’s always been a mark of distinction in the printing industry,
and the Heidelberg users on these pages are proud to claim it. We salute them!

Disc Pro Printing and Graphics
Houston, Texas

Linemark Printing
Upper Marlboro, Maryland

FolgerGraphics
Hayward, California

The newly installed, six-color Speedmaster CX 102
at Disc Pro Printing and Graphics produces as much
or more than the company’s existing 40" and 28"
presses combined, says Dale Morris, president. He
cites other competitive advantages including 75%
faster makereadies; running speeds to 16,500 iph;
and dramatic reductions in material waste and
man-hours. Given the company’s plan to move to
mixed-UV printing, the easy convertibility of the
coater-equipped CX 102 to UV mode was a major
factor in the purchasing decision. Other plusses are
its user-friendly touchscreen controls, ink-sparing
Inkline automatic ink feed, extended delivery, and
press-side Prinect Axis Control color measurement
system. “Axis Control is a wonderful capability,”
Morris says. “It enables us to print by the numbers,
alerts us when something is wrong, or confirms
we’re doing everything right.” From left: Ed Dexter, vice president - manufacturing; Jerry Bass, vice
president - sales; Dale Morris.

This year, Linemark Printing has been a vanguard
participant in Prinect Performance Benchmarking,
a unique self-evaluation program from Heidelberg.
Linemark receives data that compare the performance of its four-year-old Speedmaster XL 105 to
that of similar presses operated by other firms in
its peer group. This enables Linemark to determine
whether its press is operating at, below, or above
the average production of other print manufacturers in similar print segments with similarly configured presses. Prinect Performance Benchmarking
analyzes production speeds, waste vs. good sheets,
and time efficiency, helping Linemark to optimize
press performance. The company has recognized
not only the significance of information, but also
the value of putting it to use in continuous improvement. From left: Adam Rutkowski, vice president of
operations; Dave Ashton, vice president of sales;
Steve Bearden, president; and Joe Dodson, senior
production manager.

Dick Folger (second from left), president of FolgerGraphics, and Kevin Horton (third from left),
pressman, recently hosted visitors from Heidelberg:
Harald Weimer (left), president, and Clarence Penge
(right), vice president, sheetfed product management. FolgerGraphics, a multi-capability publication
and commercial printer, relies heavily on Heidelberg
production equipment. In the pressroom are a fivecolor Speedmaster CD 74 and a recently acquired
Speedmaster CD 102—the company’s first 40" press.
Prepress is supported by a Suprasetter thermal platesetter and a Prinect workflow that includes imposition, trapping, color management, proofing, and
CtP. A Stahlfolder B 24 folder and a pair of POLAR
cutters are at work in the bindery. “I would like
to have Heidelberg equipment throughout, where
possible,” says Folger, who started the San Francisco Bay Area company in 1959. “Heidelberg has
the best presses in the world.”

Original Heidelberg Parts

Take a Closer Look at Our Anilox Roller Program
Affordable prices, Introductory Cleaning Offer $389.99*, Heidelberg quality.
As a valued customer, we want you to be the first to know about our new Anilox roller offerings:
• Anilox roller cleaning and recertification to prolong the life of your rollers

ALSO
ING
SERVICtitive
compe
ANILOX
RS
ROLLE
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• Anilox resurfacing to replace worn or damaged surfaces
• Custom engraved Anilox cell configurations available

To find out more,
call 1-800-437-7388, prompt 1
or email parts@heidelberg.com

• Loaner rollers available to eliminate press downtime

*Terms and conditions apply. Valid on first purchase only.

• NEW, affordable, factory-original, press ready Anilox rollers
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WANT TO SEE YOUR PHOTO ON THE WALL?
Send us a picture showing you, your employees and your Heidelberg equipment for
consideration. Digital photos can be sent to pathenry@libordeath.com.

Mark Advertising
Sandusky, Ohio

Modern Litho
Jefferson City, Missouri

Tepel Brothers Printing
Troy, Michigan

Celebrating its 45th anniversary, Mark Advertising is as proud to credit Heidelberg equipment for
its success as Heidelberg is proud to claim Mark
Advertising as a customer. “The Printmaster 74 is
our baby, and our bread and butter,” says Shelly
Chesbro, president. “We purchased this press back
in 2009 and could not be happier.” The four-color
Printmaster 74 joined a pair of Heidelberg SORMZ
presses and, in the bindery, two vintage Original
Heidelberg Cylinder presses used for diecutting.
Mark Advertising is a full-service design, print, and
assembly plant with in-house web development,
photography, and mailing. Creative services include
branding, advertising, and social media campaigns.
“We facilitate all services under one roof,” Chesbro
says. “My 18 employees are geared for concept to
completion and everything in between.” Pictured at
the Printmaster 74 are, front to rear, Todd Matthias,
Chip Chesbro, Bob Copsey, Lee Minkler, Don Smith,
Rick Hicks, and Doug Manning.

Darrell Moore, president of Modern Litho, wields
the giant scissors in a ribbon-cutting ceremony at a
recent open house celebrating the company’s 75th
year in business. Moore also marked the anniversary by installing a Speedmaster XL 105 eight-color
perfector with CutStar, Prinect Inpress Control inline measurement system, and AutoPlate XL. The
new press is significantly more productive than
the three presses it replaced, making the company
more competitive in the shorter runs that are the
focus of its long-term growth. “Our print quality and
running speed have much improved,“ says Moore.
“We are up and running within five minutes, and
up to color in less than 100 sheets. Nor do we hesitate to run certain stocks on the new perfector, up
to and including the 60-lb. gloss.” Modern Litho’s
services range from offset print and distribution for
publications and marketing collateral to variable direct mail, digital printing, and web-to-print.

A press that takes the cake in terms of production
quality earned a cake of the edible kind for Tepel
Brothers Printing when it installed a six-color, UVcapable Speedmaster XL 75 earlier this year. The
press becomes part of a formidable fleet that includes two six-color Speedmaster XL 105s and a
four-color Speedmaster SM 52. Also in the pressroom are a Printmaster two-color press and a pair
of Heidelberg two-color perfectors. The bindery
features POLAR cutters and Stahlfolder folders as
well as a Stitchmaster ST 270 saddlestitcher and
a Heidelberg diecutter. Founded by Jim and Harriet Tepel in 1989, Tepel Brothers Printing specializes in high-impact work on plastic and synthetics
for a diverse client base that includes automobile
and greeting card manufacturers, casinos, financial
concerns and magazine publishers. From left: Lino
Mancini, press helper; Jim Tepel, president; Scott
Grimske and Keith Mills, press operators; and Scott
Sanders, Heidelberg.

Looking for proofing paper, plates, blankets and other printing supplies?
Try any Saphira Consumable listed below and get 25% off your first order of that product.
For optimum printing and production results, try Saphira Consumables from Heidelberg – a whole range of printing supplies carefully selected to
deliver peak performance on your Heidelberg equipment. Test them in your own shop. Purchase any of our Saphira Consumables products listed
below for the first time and receive a 25% discount on that product. To order call 888-472-9655, prompt 3.*
£ Saphira Proofing Paper EZ

£ Perfect Dot Blankets

£ Saphira Drip Off Matte Varnish

£ Saphira RA Imagesetting Film

£ Wash Up Cloths

£ Saphira Roller Care Products

£ Cristala Quickplate

£ Saphira Wash Up & Go

£ Ink Fountain Foils

£ Saphira Presswash Conventional Ink

* T his offer is not valid for Heidelberg Consumables
currently under contract.

Use this checklist to keep track of your discounted orders!
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Prepress Workflow: Prinect Prinance, Prinect Prepress Manager, Prinect Signa Station, Prinect MetaDimension, 400 lpi Heidelberg
Hybrid Screening technology
Platemaking: Suprasetter S105 with Saphira Thermoplate PN plates
Printing: Speedmaster XL 105-6+LX with Prinect Image Control
Varnish: Saphira Matte Effect Coating
Finishing: POLAR 137 XT cutter with RA4 jogger and Transomat unloader, POLAR Pile Turner, Stahlfolder TH 82 automated folder,
Stitchmaster ST 450 fully automated stitcher
Fonts: HeidelbergGothicMl, HeidelbergGothicCapsMI, HeidelbergAntiquaML
Printed in the US

Issue 40 of Heidelberg Direct was printed on Sterling® Premium, 100 lb. gloss cover and 80 lb. gloss
text from NewPage. Sterling Premium is chain-of-custody certified by three independent third party
certification systems
Thank you to Unisource Worldwide, Inc. for their generous donation of the paper for Issue 40 of Heidelberg Direct.
Sterling Premium is a paper distributed by Unisource.

